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Industry 1st: Mayesh Celebrates 1 Million YouTube Views 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

July 2015 - Mayesh Wholesale Florist is the first in its industry to hit 1,000,000 YouTube video views! Being on the 

forefront of video aligns well with the basic principles of the Mayesh brand – fresh, innovative and community 

oriented. 

The success of the company’s YouTube channel can be greatly attributed to Mayesh’s Design Stars – Mandy 

Majerik AIFD, Jodi Duncan AIFD, and Beth O’Reilly AIFD TMF – along with the Floral Perspective video series 

designers – Tony Medlock AIFD and Patience Pickner AIFD PFCI – with views totaling nearly 850,000. Beyond the 

flower design videos, many Mayesh employees have contributed to their educational product showcase 

videos helping to distribute the knowledge of flowers. 

Mayesh shares their message in as many ways as 

possible to ensure maximum distribution, and it is 

clear that video is a winning medium for us to 

convey the beauty of our products and inspire 

design ideas amongst our clients in such a visual 

industry. “Without a clue on whether or not the 

Mayesh Design Stars’ flower design videos would 

have any traction, we launched our first video 

featuring Mandy’s large party entrance floral 

designs in January 2012. Fast forward 3.5 years, 137,000 views on that one video, and two more design stars 

later, and I would say that our little idea has turned into a million view success! A huge thank you to our 

channel subscribers and community who watch our videos each month!” said Patrick Dahlson, CEO of Mayesh 

Wholesale Florist. 

If you have not done so yet, check out their YouTube channel to browse an extensive library of over 200 videos.  

From Haute Couture to basic design principals and great product information, you will find it all there 

(https://www.youtube.com/MayeshWholesale)!  

For more information about Mayesh Wholesale Florist, please visit www.mayesh.com.  
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